NANG DRAK RIK SUM LHA NGAK CHHÖ KÜ NGANG
Appearances, sounds, and awareness are deity, mantra, and the continual state of dharmakaya,

KU DANG YÉ SHEY ROL PAR JYAM LAY PAY
Limitless displays of enlightened bodies and wisdom.

ZAB SANG NAL JYOR CHHEN PO NYAM LEN LA
Through experientially cultivating the profound and secret great yoga,

YER MÉ T'HUK KYI T'HIK LER RO CHIK SHOK
May they be of a single taste, indivisible in the sphere of wisdom mind.

This blessing was spoken by Gyurmé Dorjé, the great treasure revealer [of Mindrolling].